CHAPTER 16

W

e sailed on southward for one week before sighting the
Falkland Islands off in the distance. Mister Banks pleaded
with the captain for a landing there but it was not our
captain’s intention to do so. There was the dreaded capeto negotiate.
Mister Banks would have to wait!
The weather had turned colder with each day and I was beholden
to my winter coat for warmth. Heavy seas, rain and hail kept me
below for much of the time.
My occasional stroll on deck when in calmer weather led me to
discover more strange sea creatures, all of which piqued my curiosity
and appetite. I stood inquisitively with Doctor Solander on the occasion
of new discoveries. He would always tell me of their species and habits
in a manner I could grasp. I thought of him as a teaching man. Always
enlightening those who took interest, including my good self.
Hence, when the crew spotted sea-going creatures, a shout would
be forthcoming for the sake of discovery and notation by the botanists.
“Porpoises!”
When the crew sounded this name upon their discovery, I
was always confused! “Poor pusses” always seemed to allude to a
sympathy required for the plural of my species. Hearing the crew
uttering their name caused me much confusion. Doctor Solander
was always the gentleman to seek when an explanation was required.
Porpoises, he informed me, were a somewhat fun-loving creature,
usually travelling in groups and frolicking about the ship. Another
tasty specimen, which to my disappointment, none of the crew would
attempt to catch for me!
“Penguin!”
Strange little fellows ducking and diving about the waves in their
search for fish. They appeared to be rather formally dressed, in a
dinner suit of some sort. I wondered how they managed to swim
with such agility when fully clothed in eveningwear! Doctor Solander
informed me that these were birds, yet they did not fly! Swimming

birds? How odd! They swallow their catch and return to land only to
vomit the contents of their stomach to feed their young. Disturbing,
that! Not having had offspring, I questioned their usefulness. I mean
to say, if infants cannot feed themselves, and one must regurgitate
one’s very own meal for them, what good were they? And what of the
infants? Regurgitated fish was not my idea of a tasty meal!
“Seal!”
Another of nature’s mysteries. To look upon them one would swear
they were cats of a marine variety! Blessed with whiskers and a pleasing
face, but a distinct lack of ears and fan-like paws for swimming made
them a laughable curiosity! Even so, I took a liking to them having
at least some feline characteristics. Their usefulness again confounded
me, as they appeared to have nothing better to do than splash about
making odd barking sounds, much like a dog! Not at all as pleasing to
the ear as a feline meow or purr, but likeable ninnies nonetheless.
Seaweed was dragged on board for the scientists to study. Slimy
grassy sea plants only useful for sheltering small fish. A grateful
friend they had in me! I enjoyed licking the salt from their fronds but
found no other purpose for seaweed, as the small fish they reportedly
harboured were not included when brought on board.
My evenings spent with the captain found his concern growing
more with each day nearing the Straits Lemaire.
By the time we approached Cape St Diego at the west entrance
of the straits on the 12th of January 1769, we could see The Three
Brothers, famous mountain landmarks of similar size to point our
way, but the tides held us off land.
The next morning, we were still no further to our next landfall of
Tierra del Fuego and the tides and bad weather had caused the ship
to pitch violently, dipping our bowsprit below the sea and washing
the decks with spume.
Hail and rain came and went in blustery gales. I saw fit to enclose
myself below during such weather.
For four miserable days, our captain tacked an approach to land.
We zigged and zagged our way across the straits off Cape St Diego,
much like my attempting to catch a mouse in an alley!
To find a fortunate moment when tide, current and wind all
joined forces to allow us our way was proving almost impossible for
our captain.

He knew of the westerly current that thwarts progress around
Cape Horn and through the Straits Lemaire but had not anticipated
the forces of tide and weather to be against us also. Such forces of
nature combined to create a surf with waves crashing in all directions
against our ship.
Each evening, his despair was obvious as he read aloud his logged
entries of the three failed attempts to enter the straits. He spared no
time for me but I understood his preoccupation and left him to his
charts and associated mutterings.
A boat was eventually sent ashore with an impatient Mister Banks
and an officer, as the Endeavour stood off land, unable to anchor in
the rough sea.
They returned with a selection of plants and the news that it was
too rocky and shallow to allow a safe anchorage.
They had seen two natives on shore, who watched them for some
time and then retired into the woods.
The naming of landfalls and points of interest was our captain’s
purpose as the fine chartsman he was, but he often took suggestions
from the crew when stumped for an apt and descriptive choice.
Some of his namings seemed pointless and inappropriate to me.
I gathered that recent places of interest such as the inhospitable
Vincents Bay, Port Maurice and Cape Bartholomew, which he had
named and then avoided as anchorages, perhaps alluded to chaps
from his youth or hometown, or his Navy companions. As he gruffly
entered them into his log and charts, I thought it safe to assume they
were fellows he had not much taken a liking to!
On the 16th day of January, Lieutenant Gore finally laid us to
anchor in a somewhat more sheltered bay. The “Bay of Good Success”
was Lieutenant Gore’s choice of name and was adopted and noted by
our good and deserving captain. He was pleased for the relief of an
anchorage after this, his fourth attempt to land us safely.
Amidst snow and rain, the men eagerly secured the Endeavour on
the starboard side of the bay near rocks for shelter.
As the crew tended the ship, the captain, Mister Banks and Doctor
Solander and a few good men took a trip to shore on the smaller
boats to look for a watering place and to speak with the local folk.
With our arrival, thirty or forty natives had gathered on a sandy
beach at the head of the bay. I watched nervously from the deck

as our troupe approached them on shore. Our men were certainly
outnumbered by my reckoning, but upon seeing our Marines at the
heads of the boats sporting their firearms, the natives retreated into
the woods.
I was thankful for their good sense and went back to my work
below, tidying the stores.
It never ceased to amaze me how quickly rodent numbers
multiplied. I would no sooner be of the opinion that the stores were
clean of these pests than more would appear as if by magic.
I ventured the opinion that they were breeding under my very
nose, but did not look too hard for the happy couples as their offspring
kept me employed.
If I were to eradicate them completely, I would no longer be of use!
Merely keeping them in their place and their numbers to a minimum
was largely the best plan for all.
Management, I called it, and it worked to my advantage. The
Bosun John Gathrey was well pleased, as his sleep was not interrupted
by vermin scuffle, and his bedding not eaten away by the mice.
Not long after we anchored, a party of men and scientists went
ashore on the boats, the crew to gather wood and water and kill the
odd animal to make a welcome change from our sea rations. The
scientists to collect their specimens and attempt contact with the
natives. I avoided this trip as the natives appeared from my distant
vantage to be a rowdy and fearsome lot.
From the safety of the ship, I observed that these “Fuegians” had
skin of a copper colour, painted in streaks of red and black, sporting
long black hair hanging to their shoulders.
The women wore skins over their privy parts but the men observed
no such decency.
Their feet were bound in several places by sealskin, these being
adequate as shoes.
Their huts were likened to beehives, all sporting a little fire outside
and the bows and arrows of the men for hunting. Entire families
followed our landing party curiously on their duties. They behaved
peaceably enough but were not at all the types of chaps I wished to meet.
I was napping in the Great Cabin when a commotion roused me
from the depths. I toddled up to the deck encountering Chester who
was as bemused as I.

